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-- High Resolution Pass -- Writes out the smoothed luma and chroma images. -- Takes in luma, chroma, and parameters -- Thresh_Luma_Fraction is a constant that represents the fraction of the pixels in a frame -- That are covered by the smoothing operation. -- Thresh_Chroma_Fraction is a constant that represents the fraction of the pixels in a frame -- That are covered by the
smoothing operation. -- Strength is a value between 0 and 1. 0 means no smoothing, and 1 means fully -- smoothed. The default value is 1. -- lmdiff and cmdiff are constants representing the amount the average luma/chroma -- difference from center frame is allowed to be higher than the pixels difference to the -- previous frame. -- lthresh and cthresh are constants representing the
threshold for a pixel to be -- considered as similar to the center frame. A pixel that is less than or equal to -- cthresh is allowed to be identical to the center frame. -- A pixel that is less than lthresh but greater than cthresh or a pixel that is greater -- than cthresh is not allowed to be identical to the center frame. -- scthresh is a constant representing the fraction of the average luma/chroma
difference -- that is allowed to be higher than the lmdiff/cmdiff constants. -- fp is a boolean that is true if the frame before this frame is being passed through -- TTempSmooth as well. If this is false, then fp_prev is ignored, and the fp_prev value -- is set to true if TTempSmooth is on fp_prev. -- vis_blur is the amount of blur to use with the motion adaptive luma/chroma -- difference
averaging. If there is no difference between this frame and the frame -- before, this value is ignored. If this is set to 0, then the filter does not use any -- averaging. -- The movement during any frame can be converted into a blur value by using the -- following formula. -- Blur = Strength * (abs(x-xprev) + abs(y-yprev)) -- Blur is in pixels. -- A negative blur means blurring in the opposite
direction. -- debug is a boolean that determines if
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Maxr (min. luma/chroma brightness (0-255)). Lthresh (luma/chroma threshold (0-255)). Cthresh (chroma threshold (0-255)). Lmdiff (luma/chroma difference threshold (0-255). cmdiff (chroma difference threshold (0-255). Strength (tray. for DFilter. strength). Scthresh (same as in DFilter, but for TTempSmooth only). fp (use direct filter instead of inverse). vblur (ambiguously set).
debug (debug version). interlaced (process both luma/chroma channels). pfclip (for DFilter only). interlace is a boolean value that indicates if the filter should operate on both luma/chroma channels (false=separate). The TTempSmooth filter was designed to be a motion adaptive (only works on stationary parts of the picture), temporal smoothing filter aimed at preventing as many
artifacts as possible at given lthresh and cthresh settings. To do this it processes luma/chroma together when checking for pixel similarity and processes out from the current center frame continuously checking difference to the center frame pixel as well as to the previous frame pixel. Its averaging method allows it to create stable images and makes it very good at removing grain in
stationary areas. The filter includes TTempSmooth, the original version that uses an inverse difference weighting system, as well as TTempSmoothF, which is a faster version (40-50%) that is a special case of TTempSmooth with lmdiff/cmdiff set equal to or greater than lthresh/cthresh. TTempSmooth (int maxr, int lthresh, int cthresh, int lmdiff, int cmdiff, int strength, float scthresh,
bool fp, int vis_blur, bool debug, bool interlaced, PClip pfclip) TTempSmoothF (int maxr, int lthresh, int cthresh, int strength, float scthresh, bool fp, int vis_blur, bool debug, bool interlaced, PClip pfclip) KEYMACRO Description: Lmdiff (luma/chroma difference threshold (0-255). cmdiff (chrom 77a5ca646e
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This filter converts the input into a temporary framebuffer and processes the previous frame through a 2-pass temporal smoothing process. This is useful for low speed video acquisition environments (like still cameras) where the lthresh and cthresh settings would normally be set to small enough values (usually 2-4) to generate an anti-aliased image, but where the image may be too
sharp for your purposes. In that case, it is possible to simply decrease the filter's strength parameter (or ideally its lthresh and cthresh) and use this filter to capture the original sharp image while leaving the sharpening in place for the final output. The following algorithm can be used to determine if a new pixel is either motion- or brightness-dependent: if (fabs(diffX - prevX)

What's New In?
The TTempSmooth filter was designed to be a motion adaptive (only works on stationary parts of the picture), temporal smoothing filter aimed at preventing as many artifacts as possible at given lthresh and cthresh settings. To do this it processes luma/chroma together when checking for pixel similarity and processes out from the current center frame continuously checking
difference to the center frame pixel as well as to the previous frame pixel. Its averaging method allows it to create stable images and makes it very good at removing grain in stationary areas. The filter includes TTempSmooth, the original version that uses an inverse difference weighting system, as well as TTempSmoothF, which is a faster version (40-50%) that is a special case of
TTempSmooth with lmdiff/cmdiff set equal to or greater than lthresh/cthresh. Syntax: TTempSmooth (int maxr, int lthresh, int cthresh, int lmdiff, int cmdiff, int strength, float scthresh, bool fp, int vis_blur, bool debug, bool interlaced, PClip pfclip) TTempSmoothF (int maxr, int lthresh, int cthresh, int strength, float scthresh, bool fp, int vis_blur, bool debug, bool interlaced, PClip
pfclip)
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System Requirements:
The minimum requirements for Arena of Valor is a 500 mHz Pentium 3 processor with 512 MB of RAM. Vista and Windows 7 users can use at least a 1 GHz dual core processor, along with 1 GB of RAM. Windows XP users can use an 800 mHz processor along with 1 GB of RAM. For Arena of Valor players who own the previous version of the game, all they need to do is uninstall
and reinstall the updated version. On the other hand, Mac users who wish to download the game can install it using
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